


WEBSITE

CH
ITINNATURE

.COM
The main Hub for all 

information

but wait there’s more! Read our blogs, listen to 
Chitheadz radio and much more!

Dig deep into our Maps and Collections

Then get to know the lore and story behind the 
nature

Furthermore, connect and get to know the team and 
where they came from!



ABOUT Chitin Nature

Composed of a small starting lineup of artists and developers on the team. We embark 
on our first chapter through the NFT World. Season 1 has been brought to you as the 
OG, Genesis or Origin phase. Here you will learn the Lore, get to know the Grotyles, 

the groundskeepers known as Guardians, and be there when we start the build.

Follow the story, know the devastations the Grotyles have been going through. Follow 
along as they flee their planet to settle in this final resting place in The Nature. Learn 
how they rebuild their home land with the help of the Guardians. Find out their plan 

to expand and bring all the Grotyles to this new home.

While they temporarily flee the planet and live on the Cosmos Space Yacht, Dr. Gro-
Nye works hard everyday to harvest the energies to activate the portal long enough to 

send Grotyles through in reach of the new lands.

With every waking moment, their planet Ziraizar is overrun by the toxins this plague 
brings. The Grotyles being forced off their planet will apply all skills and knowledge 

with the new resources they’re about to harvest in The Nature.



ABOUT US - Get to know the frontline

FIND THEIR PROFILES ON OUR WEBISTE 
 

CHITINNATURE.COM



COLLECTIONS & MARKETPLACES



UTILITIES - founders pass



metaverse



Chitheadz 



WHAT’S NEXT for chitin nature?

While the Company will always be moving forward, listening to the guild and always 
working to build. We will be working every waking hour that we possibly can to get 

the company moving forward with all our promises.

Both the Light Papers and our White Papers are always subject to change as we can 
not predict the future. With that said, the market is so grossly evolving, with new and 
improved features and applications. Keeping us vigilant and on our toes always ready 

to adapt.

What’s next will come in due time, as we roll the project out, we are looking at a years 
worth of activities planned. We are working hard in the background everyday to pro-
duce something grand. While we do so, we will make the connections necessary and 

learn from our mistakes.

Coming from a Web2 Buy and Sell Business, we believe we can apply our skills enough 
to move at least a small mountain. Come join our world as we evolve everyday.




